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German product portfolio for process technology
at this year’s AchemAsia
AchemAsia puts the growth and core sectors of China’s process in-dustry in the center of focus. From 21st to
23rd May, 2019, HBE Fluid Equipment will also be exhibiting at the National Exhibition and Convention
Center in Shanghai. At stand C69 in hall 7.1, visitors can get information about magnetic systems and
canisters, agitators, flow meters and pumps – made in Germany.
read more German product portfolio for process technology at this year’s AchemAsia
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Sustainable production optimisation at HBE GmbH
The manufacturer of hydraulic components, HBE GmbH, started with extensive investments into the new
year. A powerful and environmentally compliant coating and drying plant as well as a space saving fully
automated storage lift system now optimise the production of the company.
read more Sustainable production optimisation at HBE GmbH
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From calculation to your product
To achieve an optimum performance, the German manufacturer DST Dauermagnet-SystemTechnik GmbH
offers a special service to our customers. They make sure the technical feasibility of every inquiry by
carrying out a series of calculations and simulations. This means that they work with concrete data and
design guidelines directly from the planning phase. Professional simulation software helps them to consider
different application parameters like pressure, torque and speed.
read more From calculation to your product
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PU China: HBE Fluid Equipment showcased its solutions for the
polyurethane industry
With an overall gratifying outcome, HBE Fluid Equipment presented its high precision pumps and flow
meters at the leading event for the Chinese polyurethane market. “We had some high quality contacts with
potential and current customers who also exhibited at PU China. The event in 2020 is already marked in our
calendars”, Managing Director Ekaterini Alexiadou said.
read more PU China: HBE Fluid Equipment showcased its solutions for the polyurethane industry

